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I.  INTRODUCTION 
 
1. The work of the B+ Sub-Group 

 
At the second meeting of the B+ Sub-Group in London, on 10 April 2015, the Chair 
requested that the delegations of the EPO, JPO and USPTO carry out further work 
on the treatment of conflicting applications, building upon work already carried out 
within that forum as well as in the Tegernsee process, with a view to moving this 
issue forward. In doing so, particular attention should be devoted to exploring 
alternative approaches to those currently in existence. 
 
All patent systems must deal with applications containing relevant subject-matter 
which were filed prior to the application being examined, but published later. This is 
not a binary area of harmonisation, where a feature is either present or absent, or 
defined as either A or B. A spectrum of solutions exists. Consequently, it is one of 
the more intellectually challenging and substantively difficult exercises within the 
harmonisation context.  

 
2. Objectives 
 
In performing the following analysis, it is important to bear in mind the objectives 
agreed in the B+ Sub-Group’s Objectives and Principles Paper and their impact on 
the harmonisation exercise. Internationally harmonized rules should be coherent and 
balanced, provide an optimal amount of legal certainty and predictability, promote 
high quality and support economic growth. They should be efficient, result in 
consistent outcomes in multiple jurisdictions and promote innovation and 
competition. Arguably, rules susceptible of meeting all these criteria would be 
expected to be easy to apply, so as to minimise the chance that the outcome of their 
application would vary from jurisdiction to jurisdiction. 
 
 
II. BACKGROUND 
 
1. Frequency of occurrence: empirical elements  

 
The evidence regarding conflicting applications suggests that this is not a frequent 
occurrence affecting many applications. Within the Tegernsee Survey, empirical 
evidence collected suggests that for roughly 79 % of applicants in all jurisdictions 
considered, the rate of occurrence of conflicting applications is less than 1 in 100 
applications. Conflicting patent families are even rarer occurrences (See Tegernsee 
Final Consolidated Report (2014), pp 54-55, hereinafter “Tegernsee Report”).  
 
Despite relatively low rates of collision between applications, 83 to 90% of 
respondents to the Tegernsee Survey considered the harmonization of rules 
governing the treatment of conflicting applications to be either critical or important. 
 
This is partly explained by the fact that the rules governing conflicting applications 
form part of the definition of prior art. Moreover, when patent families are held world-
wide, the costs and strategic complexities associated with potentially differing 
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outcomes in terms of scope of protection enhance the potential advantages of an 
international harmonisation of these rules.  
 
2. User preferences 
 
When asked which approach (EPC; JP; US) struck the best balance between the 
competing interests involved in the treatment of conflicting applications, most 
respondents to the Tegernsee Survey expressed a marked preference for their own 
system, with 77% of respondents to the Japanese survey, 65% of European survey 
respondents and 58% of US-based respondents to the US survey considering their 
own system to reflect best practice (Tegernsee Report, pp. 67-68). 
 
3. Input from users – the Industry Trilateral Paper 
 
In this regard, at present, there appears to be no consensus amongst users 
regarding best practice. The Industry Trilateral paper issued in May 2015 does not 
contain any agreed elements to be included in a harmonisation package for this 
particular issue, unlike all the other topics addressed.  
 
It does contain, however, the helpful policy objective stating that any solution 
provided should rely on traditional, internationally recognized patent law concepts. 
Insofar as the alternatives presented below all rely on a mix-and-match of existing 
and arguably well-defined concepts, it is hoped that the users will consider them 
upon revisiting the issue in the course of this work in progress. 
 
 
III. POLICY ISSUES 
 
Part of the complexity of the rules governing conflicting applications is the necessity 
to conciliate several policy objectives. 
 
 
1. Prevention of double patenting 

 
There is a consensus that the grant of multiple patents for the same invention in the 
same jurisdiction should be prevented. This requires a broadening of the definition of 
prior art beyond subject-matter which has been made available to the public, to 
encompass applications co-pending in the same office, which have been filed prior to 
the application being examined, even if published after that date.  

 
2. Protection of incremental innovation  

 
It is also widely agreed that the patent system should allow for the protection of 
incremental inventions whilst ensuring that patent rights are not unjustifiably 
extended. The system should balance the interests of inventors to protect 
incremental improvements on their own inventions so long as the first application 
does not otherwise constitute publicly available prior art, (which in most jurisdictions, 
is during a limited time period, between the filing/priority date of the first application 
and its publication at 18 months), with the interests of third parties to operate in the 
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same field, as well as promote both innovation and competition, thus best serving 
the public interest. 
 
There is a tension between prohibiting double patenting whilst allowing the protection 
of incremental improvements. That is, prohibiting the issuance of more than one 
patent on the same invention, but allowing multiple patents to issue on patentably 
indistinct inventions which are made close in time to the disclosure of an invention in 
a first patent application. A harmonised solution involves finding the optimal balance 
between these sometimes opposing forces.  

 
3. Equality of treatment v. favouring the first applicant  

 
Some users (mostly in Europe) believe that all applications should be treated 
equally, so that the effect of a prior application on a subsequent application should 
be the same independently of whether both applications are held by the same 
person or not. In their view, there is no good policy reason to favour the first 
applicant over subsequent applicants. The latter have no knowledge of the earlier 
application and in practice, will be simultaneous, independent inventors, as a 
publication of the earlier invention prior to their filing or priority date would form part 
of the prior art. Equal treatment in such a constellation allows independent inventors 
to compete in the marketplace without losing their investments, and can be argued to 
support both innovation and competition. 
 
Other users, US users in particular, believe that innovation and competition are best 
supported by allowing the first applicant to enjoy the full scope of his invention and 
disclosure with respect to incremental developments of his own invention, by 
preventing their own applications from being cited against them, whilst including 
them in the applicable “secret” prior art for all other applicants. This provides first 
movers with a safe harbour which allows them to fill out the protection for their 
invention through filing subsequent applications. Proponents of this approach argue 
that the first applicant, as the first to bring the new technology to the public’s 
attention, should enjoy some latitude as against late-comers in obtaining protection 
for incremental inventions. In addition, this approach concentrates ownership of 
patentably indistinct inventions in fewer hands.  

 
4. Defining “best practice” 
 
In recent harmonisation-related user consultations, users from all regions have 
repeatedly emphasised that they do not see harmonisation per se as a value in itself. 
Harmonisation should not result in settling on the lowest common denominator or 
reaching political compromises which undermine the integrity or coherence of the 
patent system, but should yield rules constituting an improvement to existing patent 
systems.  
 
The fact that diametrically opposed underlying principles are adhered to by users in 
different regions makes the harmonisation of the rules governing conflicting 
applications particularly difficult: as seen above, some users believe all applicants 
should be treated equally, whereas others believe that first applicants should be 
advantaged. Unlike other issues, where there is at least agreement on the policy 
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objectives to be achieved or the optimal effect of the rule, here, there is no 
agreement even on the criteria by which best practice is to be determined.   
 
Thus, before the issue of best practice may be addressed at all, a thorough review of 
policy arguments in relation to defining the criteria for best practice would appear 
necessary. 
 
 
IV. SUBSTANTIVE ISSUES 
 
1. Scope of the relevant “secret” prior art 
 
In determining the scope of the relevant secret prior art, at present, with regard to 
national and regional applications directly prosecuted or through the Paris Route, it 
appears that all jurisdictions define secret prior art as confined to those applications 
which are or were pending within their own office, and were published at 18 months 
(or, in some cases, published upon grant), in line with the purpose of the rule on 
conflicting applications to prevent double patenting.  
 
At present, there is no harmonised approach to dealing with PCT applications. In the 
US, they are considered to form part of the secret prior art upon publication. It can be 
argued that this approach is in line with the principle of Art. 11(3) PCT, which states 
that a PCT application shall have the effect of a regular national application in each 
designated state as of the international filing date. Moreover, it can be argued that 
uniform treatment of PCT applications in this manner creates an international pool of 
secret prior art, which increases the usefulness of search results in a work-sharing 
context.  
 
Opponents of this approach point out that it constitutes overkill in terms of preventing 
double patenting, as it prevents patents issuing based on prior applications never 
entering into the national phase and thus for which the issue of double patenting 
does not arise.  
 
In Japan and under the EPC, PCT applications form part of the “secret” prior art as 
of the filing or priority date, but only upon entry into the national/regional phase. One 
of the operational advantages of this approach is that the PCT application becomes 
part of the “secret” prior art at a date at which the translation of the application into 
an official language is available to the patent office. It is a more generous practice for 
applicants as applications only become relevant when it becomes clear that 
protection for the inventions covered may arise within that jurisdiction.  
 
Opponents of this practice point out that it is an unwarranted discrimination against 
PCT applications. 
 
2. A “whole contents” approach 

 
Australia, Europe, Japan, Korea, New Zealand and the US all apply the whole 
contents approach, whereby the entire contents of the application forms secret prior 
art for the subsequent application where applicants are not the same. This is in 
contrast to the prior claiming approach, where only subject-matter which has been 
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claimed in the prior application forms part of the secret prior art. The “whole 
contents” approach is more rigorous vis-à-vis later applicants, but it has the virtue of 
simplicity, promotes legal certainty, and allows conflicts to be resolved during the 
examination procedure. It should be noted that in jurisdictions with anti-self-collision, 
such as Japan and the US, the prior claiming approach is used when both 
applications are held by the same applicant.  
 

 
3. Relevance of prior conflicting applications: existing approaches 

 
A. Novelty only 

 
Pursuant to Art. 54(3) EPC, conflicting applications are relevant for the examination 
of novelty only, without consideration of who filed the application. Novelty is applied 
in an objective manner, and includes matter implicit from the disclosure which would 
be immediately apparent to a person skilled in the art, but not equivalents or 
variations. Self-collision may occur. The law in Australia and New Zealand appears 
to adopt a similar approach: conflicting applications are relevant for novelty only, with 
no anti-self-collision provision. 
 
Some European users point out that the system is clear, simple to understand and 
easy to apply, and the rigorous distinction between novelty (which is objective) and 
inventive step (the examination of which they argue includes a “certain amount “ of 
subjective evaluation of the prior art), is seen as promoting legal certainty and 
predictability. 
 
Whilst it prevents double patenting, because of the arguably narrow definition of 
novelty applied, which excludes equivalents, it allows the first applicants broad 
latitude to fill out the scope of protection for the invention originally filed based on 
subsequent incremental innovation so as to make anti-self-collision unnecessary for 
this purpose and thus allows all applicants to be treated equally. 
 
Opponents of this approach criticise that it does not offer a sufficiently broad safe 
harbour to the original applicant to “fill out his original invention”. Moreover, it may 
result in patents being granted to different applicants on closely related inventions, at 
times resulting in third parties needing licenses from multiple, independent patentees 
to be able to use the invention, rendering the exploitation of the inventions more 
complex for all parties involved. 
 
A third argument against this approach is that it allows the first applicant to extend 
his monopoly in time by filing subsequent applications on minor modifications, 
obvious variants and equivalents. However, it should be borne in mind that such 
extension, if it occurs, is limited to 18 months, after which the first application 
becomes public prior art. 
 

B. “Enlarged Novelty”  
 

Art. 29bis of the Japan patent Act states that no patent shall be granted for an 
invention claimed in a patent application which is identical to an invention disclosed 
in a previous application.  
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The scope of the term “identical” in Art. 29bis includes cases where there is no 
difference between the elements defining the invention as well as where there is only 
a “very minor difference” between these elements, ie, they are held to be 
“substantially identical”. If there is a minor difference in the embodiments of the 
means for solving the problem, or the effects produced are not markedly different, 
the two inventions are deemed to be “substantially identical”.  Matters stated in the 
application also include matter that can be derived by a person skilled in the art, 
considering common general knowledge at the filing date of that application. The 
concept may include equivalents, if they would be easily understood by a person 
skilled in the art. Art. 29(3) of the Korean Patent Act appears to reflect a similar 
concept and practice. This approach thus applies a broader concept of novelty than 
that applied by the EPO. 
 
Art. 29bis also provides for anti-self-collision where the same person files both 
applications, whilst double patenting is prevented by Art. 39. Thus, patents will be 
granted for inventions which are not novel over the first application, provided they 
are not identical. (In this case, a “whole contents” approach is not applied.) Thus, 
when the applicants are the same, JPO practice applies a novelty test which may in 
fact be narrower than that of the EPO.  
 
First applicants may file substantially similar subsequent patent giving them an 
advantage over third parties. However, third parties may still obtain patents for 
inventions which are obvious over the invention contained in the first application. The 
“distance” between applications granted to different parties, however, is probably 
greater than it is at the EPO, though closer than it is at the USPTO.  
 
Some users believe that the “enlarged novelty” approach offers a possible avenue 
for compromise, standing somewhere in between the practices existing in Europe 
and in the US. However, some European users have criticised the concept as 
creating legal uncertainty and offering little predictability, a viewpoint clearly not 
shared by users in Japan.  

 
C. Novelty and inventive step/non-obviousness  

 
In the US, earlier conflicting applications are part of the prior art for third parties, but 
are not considered prior art where the inventorship of the later application is the 
same (35 USC §102(a)(2)). For third parties, conflicting applications are relevant for 
the examination of both novelty and non-obviousness. The first application can be 
combined with other references, including other co-pending applications, in the 
assessment of inventive step. Inventions contained in later applications held by third 
parties must therefore meet full patentability requirements of novelty and non-
obviousness over the earlier conflicting application. 
 
However, where the applicant is the same, there is anti-self-collision for both novelty 
and inventive step, although 35 USC § 101 prohibits double patenting, ie the 
granting of two patents for the same invention, and the (judicially created) non-
statutory obviousness-type double-patenting rejection still applies. However, the 
applicant can overcome it by filing a terminal disclaimer. The terminal disclaimer 
serves two purposes: first, it prevents the unjust time-wise extension of patent term 
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by linking the patents to the same expiration date; and second, it requires the 
patents to be commonly owned to be enforced, to prevent lawsuits by multiple 
parties for the same act of infringement. 
 
Proponents of this approach emphasize that applying the prior art effect of earlier 
applications for both novelty and obviousness is, in addition to avoiding double 
patenting, a way to prevent a proliferation of overlapping patents held by multiple 
parties.  Another argument is that, from a first-inventor-to-file perspective, the earlier 
applicant has taken the necessary steps to communicate the invention in a timely 
manner to the public.  Therefore, the earlier applicant should be able to rely on the 
filing of the application to prevent any later applicant from obtaining a patent for an 
obvious variation.     
 
US users argue that this practice provides the widest safe-harbour for the first 
applicant to build up a portfolio of patents, whilst requiring that third party inventions 
be patentably distinct over his earlier application(s), thus producing the greatest 
distance between patents held by different parties.  
 
Opponents of this system consider the advantages granted to the first applicant to be 
unwarranted, as it gives him/her, as formulated by some European users, a sort of 
“priority right” vis-à-vis later applicants to file for subject-matter not yet even foreseen 
at the original filing date. Moreover, some consider it unfair that third parties may not 
obtain a patent on an obvious variant if they have made a simultaneous independent 
invention which is new over the first filing.  
 
Some European users have pointed out that novelty is an objective criterion, 
independent of what is known to the applicant. Relying on a conflicting earlier 
application for purposes of determining inventive step takes the legal fiction of secret 
prior art beyond what is reasonable, as it requires the applicant to be inventive vis-à-
vis something which could not be known to him, particularly eg where the technical 
problem could only be found in the unpublished application.  
 
Finally, some users, including in the US, consider it dubious logic to have an 
examiner citing two or more conflicting applications which are part of the “secret prior 
art”, unknown to anyone else than the respective applicants and the examiner, 
leading to a finding that on the date the later application was filed, it would be 
obvious to the person skilled in the art to combine these references.  

 
4. Anti-self-collision 

 
Anti-self-collision by definition creates an advantage for the first applicant and it 
exists in several jurisdictions: the US, Canada, Japan, Korea. 
 
US and Japanese users believe that anti-self-collision is particularly necessary in a 
first-to-file context where the applicant must rush to the patent office, and gives him 
the safe harbour to file additional applications to protect incremental improvements 
and thereby obtain meaningful, complete protection for the invention for which an 
application was originally filed. 
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European users reject the concept of anti-self-collision which is perceived to 
contribute to creating “patent thickets”, defined by some as a concentration of 
overlapping patents held by the same party. This aversion is so strong that European  
users on occasion state that they would rather move to a system of conflicting 
applications relevant for novelty and inventive step without anti-self-collision, than 
with it (see inter alia comments in EPO Tegernsee Report (2013), p. 89). This is 
despite the fact that it would preclude the possibility of obtaining protection for 
incremental improvements. 
 
The only reason Europe can operate without anti-self-collision is that its system 
takes an objective view of novelty, clearly demarcated from that of inventive step. 
Many users in Europe feel that this makes the standard more predictable, and easier 
to apply. 
 
It can be observed that if a system is to treat all applicants equally, ie not provide for 
anti-self-collision, then the latitude of the first applicant to protect incremental further 
developments on his initial invention becomes tied to the distance between him and 
third party subsequent applicants.  Absent any anti-self-collision provision, any 
change in the norm governing the effect of conflicting applications which results in an 
increase in distance between the first applicant and subsequent third party 
applicants, will correspondingly reduce the capacity of the first applicant to obtain 
protection for incremental improvements to his invention which are chronologically 
close to the date of filing of the first application. 
 
Thus, some users believe that the current approach under the EPC, focusing on 
novelty only, is a system which can both offer equal treatment and allow the first 
applicant full latitude to obtain protection for incremental innovation on his original 
invention as disclosed in the first application filed. However, it does have the 
disadvantage of allowing patents to issue on closely related subject-matter to 
different parties. Moreover, as seen, users in the different regions do not agree that 
equal treatment of applicants is a hallmark of best practice.  
 
5. Terminal disclaimer 
 
As seen, in the US, the applicant may overcome a double-patenting rejection by 
filing a terminal disclaimer, which prevents patents on close subject-matter being 
held in different hands, thus facilitating both licensing and litigation from the 
perspective of third parties. It also ensures that any resulting patents will expire upon 
the date at which the first filed patent expires, thus precluding any undue extension 
of the patent term. 
 
Neither the European nor the Japanese patent systems have a system of terminal 
disclaimers when patents are issued for inventions which are obvious over that 
contained in a previously filed application by the same applicant.  
 
Some US users have criticised this lack of terminal disclaimer practice as allowing 
an extension of the patent term if the applicant files for minor improvements during 
the pendency of the fist-filed application. It should be recalled, however, that by 
definition, the maximum extension would be 18 months.  
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V. POSSIBLE NEW APPROACHES 
 

1. SPLT II solution 
 

Art. 13 of the SPLT I as contained in the Basic Proposal of 1993 did not actually 
propose to harmonise the treatment of conflicting applications. It provided that 
conflicting applications would be relevant for the determination of novelty, with anti-
self-collision, but contained permissive clauses regarding relevance for inventive 
step as well as for excluding anti-self-collision.  
 
The SPLT II was more ambitious in this regard and in its later drafts (March 2006, 
drawn up for a meeting within the Group B+), provided in Art. 8(2)(a) that conflicting 
applications would form part of the prior art for the purpose of determining novelty 
only, with anti-self-collision, and optional terminal disclaimers.  
 
There was no agreement. The combination of anti-self-collision nevertheless 
precluding double patenting of the same invention, with relevance as prior art for 
novelty only, suggested that rather more detail would be required as to the definition 
of the novelty requirement applied for this purpose. Efforts turned to focus on 
possible compromise solutions.  
 
2. “No mosaic” solution  

 
Conflicting applications would form part of the prior art for both novelty and inventive 
step, but the conflicting application could not be combined with another reference, ie 
lack of inventive step would have to exist on the basis of the disclosure contained in 
that single document. It is unclear whether anti-self-collision was part of the 
proposal, but presumably it was, as its absence would seriously limit the protection 
of incremental innovation. 
 
This approach would allow greater latitude for third parties to obtain patents for 
variants which might be considered obvious if prior art documents were allowed to 
be combined as is presently the case under the US system, whilst offering more 
distance between patents held by different parties than the system existing in 
Europe. Nevertheless, most of the fundamental objections voiced against the US 
system would apply to this proposal. 
 
3. The Helfgott proposal of 2004/2013 
 
A compromise concept was proposed in an Article published by S. Helfgott, H. 
Bardehle and J. Hornickel in 2004, which was updated in light of the AIA by S. 
Helfgott in 2013.  
 
In essence, the concept is: (a) conflicting applications are applied for novelty only, 
using a definition of enlarged novelty aligned with that applied by the JPO, including 
any subject-matter inherent in the disclosure as well as what a person skilled in the 
art would implicitly derive from it, including known variations and modifications; (b) 
combining secret prior art of the earlier application with other references against a 
later application is prohibited; (c) anti-self-collision applies, but double patenting 
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would be prohibited; and (d) terminal disclaimers should be used to prevent undue 
extension of term. 
 
 
The enlarged novelty approach as applied in Japan and Korea is considered to form 
a middle ground between the existing approaches, allowing the first applicant to “fill 
out” the scope of protection to cover incremental improvements to his invention by 
filing one or more further applications, but allowing subsequent applicants to 
appropriate some obvious variants, or the invention combined with independent 
ideas. It would provide more distance between different applicants than the EPO 
approach. The terminal disclaimer, derived from US law, would prevent extension of 
the monopoly granted to the first applicant, and simplify enforcement disputes for 
third parties, since patents granted on the basis of anti-self-collision would require 
common ownership to be enforceable.  
 
4. Enlarged novelty without anti-self-collision 

 
This solution can be characterised as the Helfgott proposal with anti-self-collision 
removed. The result would be all applicants being treated the same, a greater 
distance between patents held by different parties than the current European 
approach, but increased difficulties vis-à-vis all three existing systems in terms of 
allowing the first applicant to fill out his area of protection for incremental 
improvements to his invention as filed in the first application.  
 
5.  US/EPO mixed approach  

 
This proposal was mentioned in the B+ Sub-Group Objectives and Principles paper 
under the heading of “relevance for novelty and inventive step, anti-self-collision for 
inventive step only”, a heading which was also used in the Tegernsee study on 
Conflicting Applications (2012). However, upon closer reflection, it appears 
preferable to use the more precise term: “US/EPO mixed approach”. 
 
The reason for this is twofold: (1) in the absence of a more specific definition of 
novelty, the broader the notion of novelty applied in this context, the more difficult it 
would be for the first applicant to “fill out” his protection if need be and obtain 
protection for incremental improvements to his invention. (2) Moreover, at least in 
theory, and with possible repercussions in practice, anti-self-collision suggests that 
the earlier application is part of the prior art for inventive step, but an exception 
applies, whereas the EPO approach is that the earlier application simply does not 
form part of the prior art to determine inventive step for the second application. 
 
When the conflicting applications are held by different parties, the US approach 
would apply, ie the earlier application would form part of the prior art for both novelty 
and inventive step for the subsequent application. Thus, applications filed later by 
third parties would have to fulfil full patentability requirements over the earlier 
application for a patent to be granted. 
 
Where the two applications are held by the same applicant, however, the EPO 
approach would apply, so that the prior application would be relevant to the 
determination of novelty only, as applied by the EPO and without anti-self-collision or 
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terminal disclaimer. Issues going to the determination of the scope of “same 
applicant” would be determined on the same basis as rules applicable to the claiming 
of priority, so that the “anti-self-collision” mechanism as a response to a rejection 
from the examiner as in the US would not be necessary. 
 
This proposal was actually explored as a compromise solution at working level by 
the EPO and the USPTO in 2006, and a very preliminary outline was presented to 
the Patent Law Committee of the EPO in 2006.  
 
This compromise proposal which arguably amalgamates two extremes would aim to 
achieve three things: (1) increase the separation between patents held by different 
parties; (2) avoid the need for anti-self-collision but still allow comprehensive 
protection of incremental innovation as appropriate; (3) avoid the introduction of new 
concepts which might breed legal uncertainty. 
 
Terminal disclaimers could be considered as an optional feature. When the cost of 
obtaining patents is low, such disclaimers might be necessary to combat attempts to 
create patent thickets. In jurisdictions where fees are high, this may not be 
necessary. 
 
It would be expected that some users would criticise the absence of terminal 
disclaimers whilst others would be unhappy with the unequal treatment of the 
applicants, as well as bring forth the arguments seen above going to the 
reasonableness of the legal fiction allowing secret prior art to be combined for 
purposes of examining inventive step.  
 
VI. COMPARISON OF APPROACHES 
 
A summary, merely descriptive comparison of the approaches considered, both 
existing and suggested, with regard to three policy elements, is carried out below. 
 
1. Difference of treatment  
 
Going from equality to increasing difference of treatment between first applicant and 
subsequent applicants: 
 
Novelty only (EPC) // Enlarged novelty without ASC >  
Enlarged novelty (JP) // Helfgott Proposal >  
Novelty + Inventive step but no Mosaic + ASC >  
Novelty + Inventive step + ASC (US) // US/EPO mixed approach  
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2. Distance between patents held by different parties 
 
Going from less to more distance: 
 
Novelty only (EPC) <  
Enlarged novelty (JP) // Helfgott proposal //Enlarged novelty without ASC < 
Novelty + Inventive step but no Mosaic + ASC <  
Novelty + Inventive step + ASC (US) // US/EPO mixed approach  
 

 
Fig. Comparison among approaches 

 
3. Ability to appropriate incremental innovation  
 
It would appear that there is no difference between the ability of the first filer to 
appropriate incremental innovation with regard to the invention contained in his first 
application with regard to all the approaches, with the exception of the “Enlarged 
novelty without anti-self-collision” solution, which would raise the bar on the 
patentability requirement of subsequent applications for the first applicant if 
compared to the novelty only approach, rendering any innovation falling within the 
spectrum between novelty only and enlarged novelty unpatentable due to the 
absence of anti-self-collision.  
 
 


